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Abstract— In this paper, we propose a high capacity data-

embedding system in DCT domain and review the existing 

high capacity data embedding systems both in spatial domain 

as well as transform domain. The embedding algorithm is 

based on the quantized projection embedding method with 

some enhancement to achieve high embedding rates. The 

embedding is done on the quantized DCT coefficients using 

the concept of Hadamard Matrix as base vector. The system 

has very high capacity as comparable to the existing 

techniques of DCT domain. The system is highly robust and 

achieves high visual imperceptibility.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Image, audio, video, and many other kinds of data are 

nowadays mostly passed from person to person or from 

place to place in digital form. The data hiding is the 

process of hiding the very existence of the data into some 

cover medium so that the malicious user cannot tamper 

with it. The embedding of data in digital contents is done 

for authentication, copyright control, or for secret data 

hiding. Data-embedding techniques designed to take care 

of such tasks are commonly classified as watermarking or 

steganographic techniques in accordance with their 

functionalities. We know that, with the use of 

steganographic techniques, it is possible to hide 

information within digital audio, images and video files 

which is perceptually and statistically undetectable. The 

method of embedding secret message (which can be plain 

text, cipher text, or even images) is usually based on 

replacing bits of useless or unused data in the source cover 

(can be audio files, sound, text, Disk space, hidden 

partition, network packets, digital images, software, or 

circuitry). There are two common methods of embedding: 

Spatial embedding in which messages are inserted into the 

LSBs of image pixels, and Transform embedding in which 

a message is embedded by modifying frequency 

coefficients of the cover image (result is called the stego-

image).Transform embedding methods are found to be in 

general more robust than the Spatial embedding methods 

which are susceptible to image-processing type of attacks. 

However with respect to steganography the perceptibility 

(i.e., whether the source cover is distorted by embedding  

 

information to a visually unacceptable level) is a critical 

property. There is another important issue of 

steganography, namely, capacity, i.e., how much 

information can be embedded relative to its perceptibility. 

We will use digital images as the cover object in this paper 

in which we embed the hidden information. The challenge 

of using this data embedding method in cover images is to 

hide as much data as possible with the least noticeable 

difference in the output-image and to obtain high 

robustness. 

 

In this paper we propose a high capacity data embedding 

system in DCT domain that uses Projection Quantization 

technique and the Hadamard matrix as base vectors for data 

embedding. 

 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section (II) 

describes the existing high capacity data embedding 

techniques both in spatial domain as well as DCT domain. 

In section (III) projection quantization technique is 

described and in section (IV) we describe our proposed 

system. The conclusion is given in section (V). 

 

II. HIGH CAPACITY DATA EMBEDDING 

BACKGROUND 

 

Many data embedding methods for hiding data in still 

images have been proposed [1]-[3]. In order to maintain the 

secrecy of important data in an image, only a small amount 

of data can be encoded therein (called the data payload). To 

obtain higher payloads, image-hiding methods based on 

least-significant-bit (LSB) substitution have been proposed 

[6]–[8]. These methods typically utilize some mapping 

rules to embed the important image in certain LSB planes 

of the cover image and apply additional pixel-adjustment 

procedures to reduce the errors introduced in the 

embedding process. Meanwhile, some studies [5], [9] have 

considered the characteristics of the human vision system 

when evaluating the number of bits that can be hidden in an 
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image. Given that human eyes are most sensitive to edges, 

these methods usually hide more data in areas with higher 

spatial variations. The data payload and the 

imperceptibility are the two most important properties of a 

steganography system. Intrinsically, these requirements 

contradict each other, since a high data payload introduces 

more artifacts into the cover image and hence, increases the 

perceptibility of the hidden data. So, there is always a 

trade-off between the capacity and the visual 

imperceptibility of the data embedding system. Previous 

attempts [3], [5], [9] to maintain both the imperceptibility 

and a high data payload have worked from the 

imperceptibility metric: estimating the degree of alterations 

that are imperceptible to viewers and then embedding data 

within this constraint. In military and commercial 

applications, a large amount of communication by a site 

tends to expose its position and value. Moreover, due to 

physical constraints and security concerns, the bandwidth 

of a communication channel where stego-images are used 

tends to be low.  

In order to improve the capacity of the hidden secret 

data and to provide an imperceptible stego-image quality, a 

steganographic method based on least-significant-bit (LSB) 

replacement and pixel-value differencing (PVD) method 

[10] is presented. As compared with the PVD method 

being used alone, the method can hide much larger 

information and maintains a good visual quality of stego-

image. Meanwhile a method based on Discrete Cosine 

Transform (DCT), Vector Quantization (VQ), and a Pseudo 

Random Number Generator (PRNG) have been developed 

that can embed more information than traditional 

algorithms without compression and provides good 

imperceptibility and robustness in terms of both JPEG 

compression and other signal processing attacks.  

Another steganography method is that utilizes a two-

way block-matching [12] procedure to search for the 

highest similarity block for each block of the important 

image. The bases and indexes obtained together with some 

not-well-matched blocks are recorded in the least 

significant bits of the cover image using a hop scheme. The 

method exhibits a high data payload, which reduces the 

storage and transmission-time requirements and also 

provides a method that prevents an observer from 

selectively blocking the transmission of the important 

image. 

There are many scholars pay attention to increase 

hiding capacity of information hiding algorithm based on 

DCT transformation in order to spread its application to 

wider territory. The fast and efficient high-capacity 

embedding algorithm [13] in DCT domain is developed 

which is based on Quantized Projection embedding 

method. It provides good trade-off between robustness, 

data capacity, and visual quality and achieves very high 

hiding ratio and a low Bit error rate (BER) under JPEG 

compression.  

Because human vision system is much more sensitive 

to signal in low frequency than in high frequency, hiding 

information in low frequency of DCT has better robustness 

while hiding in median and high frequency has better 

imperceptibility. In standard quantization matrix 

commended by JPEG, high frequency has bigger 

quantization value, thus information embedded in high 

frequency will be easily filtered by JPEG compression. 

Then according to that, an information hiding algorithm 

[16] that can embed information in DCT median and high 

frequency coefficients is developed which provides strong 

robustness against lossy compression.  

Four-pixel differencing method is implemented as 

given in [17] and it is based on LSB substitution method. 

Another method to increase the hiding capacity is using 

mod-4 embedding method [18] which is based on the 

image contrast. 

 

III. THE PROJECTION QUANTIZATION 

TECHNIQUE 

 

 Fig. 1 illustrates the geometric interpretation of the  

projection quantization [18] approach. Let ῦ be the 

embedded (reconstructed) block vector, ῦ = [ῦ1, ῦ2,…, ῦN]
t 
; 

v be the block vector, v = [v1, v2,…, vN]
t
. Vector can be 

expressed as follows: 

 

ῦ = v – Pv + B∆Q0(B
H
v ∕ ∆).  (1) 
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  Fig. 1. Quantization Projection 

 

Here, the quantized projection,Q0(p) = ∆Q0(B
H
v ∕ ∆), is 

equal to p+ɛp. The random variable ɛp is the quantized 

projection error term. The distribution function of the error 

term can be modeled as a uniform function within the 

range L-∆, ∆  where L and    mean exclusive and ∆ is the 

quantization step used. Superscript H indicates the 

hermitian (or transpose for a real vector) and B denotes the 

base vector used for projection, with B = [b1, b2,…, bN]
t
. 

Vector B is a  normalized vector, so its norm is 1. Finally, 

P is the projection matrix of the subspace of B and is equal 

to BB
H
, and Q0 and Q1 are the nearest even and odd number 
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quantization operators, respectively. Note also that all 

vectors are of dimension Nx1. 

Substituting p+ɛp in (1) and simplifying the equation, we 

obtain ῦ expressed in terms of ɛp. 

 

 ῦ = (I-P)v + B(p+ɛp)   (2) 

 ῦ = v + ɛpB.    (3) 

 

Now, if the embedded block vector undergoes other 

quantization attacks such as JPEG compression, we can 

write down the resulting quantized ῦ, Qc(ῦ) as 

 

 Qc(ῦ) = v + ɛpB + Eq   (4) 

 

Here, Eq is the quantization error random vector with 

associated quantization steps, δis. 

 

IV. THE PROPOSED METHOD 

 

We use the default quantization table (Qtable) 

of JPEG as our fixed mask for the projection quantization 

step(s), group DCT coefficients of the host image from 

low- to high-frequency bands, and embed bits from band to 

band with specially designed base vectors called Hadamard 

vectors. The JPEG Qtable is as follows: 
 

Table I  

JPEG Standard Quantization Table (Qtable) 

 

16 11 10 16 24 40 51 61 

12 12 14 19 26 58 60 55 

14 13 16 24 40 57 69 56 

14 17 22 29 51 87 80 62 

18 22 37 56 68 109 103 77 

24 35 55 64 81 104 113 92 

49 64 78 87 103 121 120 101 

72 92 95 98 112 100 103 99 

 

The procedure of our embedding scheme is described as 

follows: 

1) Calculate the DCT coefficients of 8x8 blocks of 

the host image.  

2) Rearrange the coefficients from the lowest (DC) 

frequency band to the highest one. Each value in 

the Qtable serves as the value of the 

corresponding frequency band. For instance, 16 is 

the value for the DC band. 

3) Use the columns of a Hadamard matrix, as base 

vector(s) to allow multiple bit embedding. 

4)  Sort the frequency bands using the Qtable from 

the smallest value to the largest, except that the 

DC band is always the first band.  

5) To perform multi-bit embedding using base 

vectors as described in step 3, embed “0” or “1” of 

data using the “even” or “odd” quantization 

operators to each block vector of the sorted 

frequency bands. For example, for a 256x256 

image each frequency band size is 32x32. The 

column vectors of a frequency band are the block 

vectors. To embed bit “0” we use even number 

quantization.  

 

ῦ = v – Pv + B∆Q0(B
H
v ∕ ∆). 

 

To embed bit “1,” the odd number quantization is 

used.  

 

ῦ = v – Pv + B∆Q1(B
H
v ∕ ∆). 

 

6) To get the reconstructed image after embedding 

all bits, we reverse the reordering of the DCT 

coefficients that was performed in the embedding 

process from band to band. 

7) We then apply the inverse discrete cosine 

transform (IDCT) to the modified and correctly 

ordered DCT coefficients to produce the 

embedded image. 

8) The embedding process can be stopped at any rate 

according to the user’s preference for visual 

distortion. The more bits we add, the more 

distortion we create.  

 

The extraction process is similar to the embedding 

process except that, in Step 6), we need to calculate the 

projection (B
H
ῦ) instead of embedding bits. The computed 

projection is then rounded with respect to the 

corresponding ∆. If the result is an even number, then the 

extracted bit is “0”; otherwise it is “1”. For more security 

the data to be embedded can be encrypted using some 

encryption mechanism such as RSA or md5. This 

encrypted data can be decrypted using the decryption 

mechanism to obtain the original plain data. 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

The techniques for embedding data in Spatial domain 

have larger capacity as compared to that of techniques for 

data embedding in DCT domain. Our proposed system 

embeds a large amount of data in DCT domain with 

minimal distortion. The system is highly robust and secure. 

The system has low BER under JPEG attacks. 
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